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Wednesday, August 21, 2002

51 Doctors Disciplined

During its August 15-16 Board meeting, the Texas State Board of Medical Examiners disciplined 41 licensed physicians, who received one or more of the following actions: 11 surrender/revocations, of which three were stayed and probated under various terms and conditions; three suspensions, of which one was stayed and probated under various terms and conditions; 13 restrictions; and five public reprimands. Sixteen administrative penalties totaling $48,380 were assessed. Ten temporary suspensions have also been imposed since the May 16-17 Board meeting. In addition, the Board revoked the license of one acupuncturist, and the Physician Assistant Board disciplined one physician assistant at its August 2 meeting.

New Licenses Issued

During its August 15-16 Board meeting, the Board approved the licensure applications of 659 physicians.

Rule Changes

The Board adopted the following proposed rule changes that were published in the Texas Register: Chapter 161, General Provisions: Amendments to §161.6 regarding the committees of the board. The amendments relate to the status and duties of the Non-Profit Health Organizations Committee and the Licensure Committee. Chapter 163, Licensure: Amendments to §§163.1 and 163.5 regarding the definitions of "medical school curriculum" and "substantially equivalent"; and supervision of medical school students. Chapter 164, Physician Advertising: Amendments to §164.3 regarding testimonials used in advertising. Chapter 165, Medical Records: Amendments to §§165.2-165.4 regarding fees charged for copies of billing records and general clean-up of the sections. Chapter 166, Physician Registration: Amendment to §166.2, continuing medical education (CME). The amendments relate to CME hours obtained during the 30-day grace period, audit of CME and CME temporary permit.

Chapter 171, Postgraduate Training Permits: Rule review with no proposed amendments. Chapter 173, Physician Profiles: Amendment to §173.1, regarding profile contents. The amendment will correct an error and delete status dates from profiles. Chapter 175, Fees, Penalties, and Applications: Amendment to §175.1 regarding fees. The amendment will increase the fee for physician assistant annual registration, which will be used to support the on-line registration project.

Chapter 180, Rehabilitation Orders: Rule review, no amendments. Chapter 183, Acupuncture: Amendments to §§183.4 and 183.20 regarding evaluating
Proposed Rule Changes

The Board proposed the following rule changes for publication in the Texas Register and comment: Chapter 173, Physician Profile: proposed amendment to §173.3, Initial Collection of Profile Data and Physician-Initiated Updates During the Renewal Process, and repeal of §173.6. Chapter 188, Complaint Procedure Notification; Section 188.1, Complaint Procedure Notification; Chapter 185, Physician Assistants, Section 185.21, Complaint Procedure Notification; Chapter 183, Acupuncture, Section 183.13, Complaint Procedure Notification; Chapter 184, Surgical Assistants, Section 184.19, Complaint Procedure Notification, regarding complaint notification for various licensees. Eliminates the actual text in Chapters 183, 184 and 185, referring back to Chapter 188 regarding physician complaint notification as the standard for complaint notices for the other licensees. Chapter 177, Certification of Non-Profit Health Organizations: Section 177.16, Complaint Procedure Notification. Chapter 187, Procedural Rules, amendment to §187.25, repeal of §187.41, and new §§187.55-187.62 regarding procedures for temporary suspensions. Chapter 197, Emergency Medical Service, rule review and amendment to §§197.2 and 197.3 regarding emergency care of patients and emergency service personnel. Chapter 184, Surgical Assistants, amendment to §184.6 regarding licensure documentation. This amendment was also filed as an emergency rule because of the requirement that the board adopt rules for licensure of surgical assistants by September 1, 2002.

Chapter 185, Physician Assistants, proposed amendments to and repeals concerning §§185.1-185.30 as forwarded by the Texas State Board of Physician Assistant Examiners.

For copies of rule changes or proposed rules, write the Board at MC 901, P.O. Box 2018, Austin, TX 78768-2018, or e-mail jill.wiggins@tmb.state.tx.us
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Chapter 190, Disciplinary Guidelines: Amendment to §190.1 regarding clarification of the definition of practice inconsistent with public health and welfare and general clean-up of the section.

Chapter 193, Standing Delegation Orders: Proposed new §§193.11 and 193.12 regarding the use of lasers. Action was deferred until the October 3-5 Board meeting.
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